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Sharing
the Sun
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157 767kg
1 Sorting waste for recycling. 2 Today the
Wild Coast Sun sends zero waste to landfill.
3 Compactors and skips are banned, so waste
is bagged and stored in crates in the waste
receiving depot. 4 Recycle 4 Africa collects
the bagged waste and takes it to the recycling
depot. 5 The old incinerator building is now
used as a herb garden that supplies the kitchens.

The total volume of
cardboard (77 216kg),
paper (55 885kg) and
waste paper (24 666kg)
recycled by the
Wild Coast Sun
in 2017.
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In 2017 the
Wild Coast Sun
became the first
Sun International
property to
achieve the
environmental
goal of sending
zero waste to
landfill. Here’s
the remarkable
story of how
they did it

t’s an incredible accomplishment: over the course of
2017, the Wild Coast Sun generated nearly 679 tonnes
of waste, and not a single kilogram of it was sent to landfill.
Everything was reused or recycled. And while that’s an enormous
achievement – with positive environmental impacts that will be
felt for years to come – it’s also an example of Sun International’s
commitment to taking care of our planet, while supporting the
communities in which we do business.
To appreciate just how huge a job
it is, you first have to understand how
things used to be. Wild Coast Sun
is a sizeable resort sitting on about
750 hectares of gorgeous seafront
property. Naturally, it also generates a
sizeable amount of waste material. For
more than three decades it sent 40 tonnes of waste to
a local landfill site every month.
‘We’ve always had some form of recycling, but it was only
about 30% of our waste,’ says Sonja Stroud, Environmental
Health and Safety Co-ordinator at the Wild Coast Sun. ‘Now
that’s not bad... but then again, it meant that 70% of our
waste was still going to landfill.’
When Head Office set the challenge of sending none of that
waste to landfill, Sonja just shook her head. ‘We never thought
we’d achieve that goal. It just wasn’t on the cards. But we knew
we wanted to increase the volume of waste we were recycling,
so we implemented a few small projects to achieve this.’
That set the Wild Coast Sun on its way to transforming its
approach to waste management completely. Over the course of
about four years, with four important steps along the way, they
achieved that seemingly impossible goal.

‘We never thought we’d achieve that goal. It just wasn’t
on the cards’
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STEP
2
BUILDING THE COMPOST HEAP

‘We started in our kitchens,’ says Sonja. ‘There, each section
was given two bins: one for food waste, and one for
everything else. That’s where they placed recyclable paper,
plastic, cans, packaging and so on.
‘The biggest challenge was to separate the food from
the other items. The minute you have food mixed with
other waste, that waste is contaminated and you can’t
recycle it.’ Imagine a plastic tub that had butter in it: most
people wouldn’t bother cleaning it out and, because it’s
not recyclable, it goes straight to landfill.
Sonja says the hardest part of achieving zero waste
to landfill was – and still is – that first step of separating
food waste in the kitchen. ‘This isn’t an overnight
achievement,’ she says. ‘We’ve trained our kitchen
staff and helped them understand why we’re doing
this. It takes effort and attention on their part, and every
time someone new joins the kitchen staff, you have
to train them and educate them about the importance
of effective waste management.’

Once the food waste had been separated, the team used it
to make compost. ‘This is a vital step,’ says Sonja. ‘You can’t
achieve zero waste if you don’t create compost. We have
a lovely big property, so we took our food waste to our
compost yard, which is located near the horse stables. There
we covered it with a layer of leaves to keep the flies, smells
and rodents away.’
Then Wild Coast Sun identified a team of Zero Waste
Heroes, who felt passionate about the zero waste initiative
and who visited local communities looking for opportunities
for engagement and upliftment. That led to the creation of
Vuka Uzenzele Trading, an enterprise development project
(EDP) responsible for making that compost. ‘Uzenzele
supports five households,’ says Sonja, ‘and it’s saving the
property at least R400 000 a year in compost costs.’
Before long, they were producing tonnes of compost
– literally! ‘We were making about 420 tonnes a year, and
we put it straight back into the earth: into our lawns, our
golf course and our vegetable garden.’
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STEP
1
CLEANING UP THE KITCHEN

‘We send
our surplus
veggies to
local soup
kitchens,
which
provide
food for
about 900
local school
children’

AN UNEXPECTED
BENEFIT

Above left: Food Handlers Phumla Geya and Nomveliso Nqwilisa recycling waste in the kitchen.
Above right: Alex Nzimakwe, Compost Yard and Vegetable Garden Manager, in the compost yard where
nourishing compost is generated from food waste and garden cuttings.

297 148kg

Above: Vuyiswa Hlanga, Gardener; Alex Nzimakwe, Compost Yard and Vegetable Garden Manager; and
Nomfanelo Cekiso, Garden Supervisor, are so proud of the vegetable garden.

The total volume
of food waste that the Wild
Coast Sun recycled in 2017. It’s
an impressive figure and also
proves that, for an effective
zero waste to landfill initiative,
you need to start in
your kitchens.

ZERO WASTE TO LANDFILL HOW THEY DID IT

PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS
The Wild Coast Sun is happy to
embrace the Sun Way enabler of
Sharing the Sun with local businesses
and Enterprise Development Projects
(EDP), working together to provide
a clean, safe and ecologically diverse
environment for their communities.
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These partners include:
● Recycle 4 Africa A recycling company
based in Port Edward that provides Zero
Waste Services by committing to 100%
recycling, permaculture and EcoBlock
production from waste aggregate.
● Vuka Uzenzele Trading An EDP

responsible for converting food
waste, garden cuttings and manure
into valuable compost.
● Gayo Enterprises Another EDP
responsible for recovering all items
from the Wild Cost Sun hotel complex
for recycling.

The Wild Coast Sun sent a total of 678 842,89kg of waste to recycling in 2017, with zero waste
going to landfill. Here’s a month-by-month breakdown of how they achieved those volumes:
Month

Kilograms

January

58 833

February

48 249

March

66 110,54

April

76 287,08

May

57 813

June

63 271

July

60 378,48

August

52 490,74

September

49 756,32

October

46 446,93

November

41 156,50

December

58 050,30

The success of the
composting project meant
that the Wild Coast Sun
grew a thriving vegetable
garden, which now supplies
organic veggies to the
property’s kitchens.
‘That’s when we started
to see the ripple effect of
what we were doing,’ says
Sonja. ‘It meant that we
saved money on produce,
while reducing our carbon
footprint by not having
a supplier deliver fresh
vegetables all the way from
Margate or Port Shepstone.’
What’s more, the
vegetable garden often
produces more than the
kitchen needs. ‘We send our
surplus veggies to local soup
kitchens, which provide food
for about 900 local school
children,’ says Sonja.
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STEP
3
MOVING TO RECYCLING
‘Our landscaping contractor couldn’t cope with the
volumes of compost we were generating,’ says Sonja,
and so another EDP was born.
Gayo Enterprises was established to collect waste from across
the hotel complex and prepare it for recycling. ‘Gayo are like little
bees,’ Sonja says. ‘They buzz around our offices collecting paper,
cardboard, cartridges and batteries. They go into the kitchens,
extract the food waste and take it to the compost yard.’
While all of this was happening, a recycling company named
Recycle 4 Africa opened in Port Edward. ‘The owner, Debbie
Sharp, told me in 2015 that we could achieve zero waste to
landfill,’ says Sonja. ‘I said to her, “Debbie, it’s impossible…
but let’s try.” We decided that we would aim for the maximum
recycling possible.’

STEP
4
BANNING THE BINS
Another breakthrough came in December 2016. ‘We realised
that our biggest enemies in terms of zero waste to landfill
were compactors, skips and wheelie bins,’ says
Sonja. ‘They are an invitation to dump. So
we removed the compactors and banned
the skips and wheelie bins. We now use
a bag system, which the team at the
recycling centre sort and separate to
prepare it for recycling.’
Removing the skips and wheelie bins
was the final step in the Wild Coast Sun’s
journey to zero waste to landfill – and it’s
where everybody bought into the vision.
‘Our contractors, suppliers and concessionaires
are all coming to the party,’ Sonja says. ‘They’re all
recycling and playing their part. We’re forcing people to take
responsibility for how they handle their waste. You’ve got to
handle waste like you do your dishes. You don’t throw your
cup away after tea – you wash it! It’s the same with plastic
containers: wash and recycle them.’
Now that the property has achieved its goal of sending zero
waste to landfill, everybody at Wild Coast Sun wants to make
sure they maintain that record. ‘We can’t go back!’ says Sonja.
‘It would be a crime to go back. Zero waste to landfill isn’t about
saving money. It’s about going to bed with a clear conscience.’
A clear conscience and a clean, environmentally friendly property.

‘We’re forcing people to take responsibility
for how they handle their waste’

ECOBLOCKS
Recycle 4 Africa converts unrecyclable
material into eco-aggregate. In other words,
the unrecyclable items are chopped up into
small pieces by means of a large machine
called Matilda.
The tiny pieces of waste are then used
in the production of EcoBlocks. The
EcoBlocks are SABS-approved and can
be used for building and paving.
Without contributing waste to the
manufacture of EcoBlocks, zero waste
to landfill would just not be possible.
Bottom right: This EcoBlock is standing on top
of a pile of glass aggregate, which is what it’s
partly made out of.
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Get connected today by joining the Sun Talk
mobile
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platform!
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WHY ZERO WASTE

In South Africa, the most common
method for waste disposal is
through landfill. This is where our
waste material is compacted, buried
underground and covered with soil.
There it stays, taking generations
(in some cases, centuries) to
biodegrade. For most people, it’s a
case of ‘out of sight, out of mind’
– but landfills come at a significant
environmental and social cost.
Groundwater is polluted,
biodiversity is damaged, property value
is reduced and land is contaminated.
That’s why Sun International has set
the target of sending zero waste to
landfill. It’s all about treading gently
on the Earth, doing as little harm as
possible to our natural environment
and supporting the communities in
which we do business.
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Debbie Sharp from
Recycle 4 Africa
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